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The Problem
During transport aboard a C-130, C-17 and other military aircraft, Special Forces operators 
were not able to receive a GPS signal.  This severely limited their ability to utilize 
communications equipment, navigation hardware, and requisite mission planning tools.  
During long fl ights, this prevented communications and impeded situational awareness 
information that assisted operators in executing missions.

The Solution
By installing a GPS repeater inside the aircraft, a team of SF operators were able to utilize 
FalconView and TIGR moving map applications to follow the aircraft’s route and adequately 
plan for the upcoming jump point. Tactical communications equipment that required GPS 
data now worked aboard the aircraft. They were able to execute encrypted communication 
with ground forces and improve ever-changing situational awareness on the battlefi eld. 

The GPS repeater installed aboard the aircraft provided L1/L2 GPS signals, wirelessly, 
inside the cargo area of the aircraft. The system created no interference with onboard 
avionics equipment. It included an active (receive) GPS antenna, coaxial cables, GLI-
ECHO II control box, passive (repeat) GPS antenna, and mounting brackets.  This kit was 
specifi cally designed for quick integration into aircraft to support any GPS enabled device.

The family of GLI GPS retransmission kits manufactured by GPS Source provided a fast 
and easy means to receive a quality GPS signal to operators prior to the jump.  

GPS Source
Take a few minutes to understand how GPS Source products can help decrease production 
and testing costs, boost profi tability and improve overall operational effi ciency.

Suggested Equipment
GLI-ECHO II
L1L2 Active Antenna
L1L2 Passive Antenna

GPS Capability Inside Aircraft
for Military Free Fall

Special Forces operators fi nd transmission of GPS signal to 
be advantageous inside aircraft


